
Abbreviations

19thC, etc. 19th century, etc.

2D two-dimensional

3D three-dimensional

aka also known as

ant. antonym

Ar. Arabic

BCE before current era

BP before present

Ca. Catalan

cal. years BP calibrated years before present

CE current era

dim. diminutive

Fr. French

Ge. German

He. Hebrew

Hu. Hungarian

It. Italian

IUPAC-IUGS International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry and International Union

of Geological Sciences

ka thousand years ago

Ma million years ago

ME Middle English

MFr. Medieval French

N/A not available

OD old Dutch

OE old English

OF old French

OIt old Italian

ON old Norse

pl. plural

SI Système international d’unités, International System of Units

Sp. Spanish

Swa. Swahili

syn. synonym

var. variant

Yidd. Yiddish

Taxonomic conventions

aff. affinity (see aff.)

cf. See cf.

sp. indet. species indeterminate

sp. nov. novel species



Informal taxonomic categories

Individual fossils are placed in one of six informal taxonomic categories, namely ‘Possible hominins’,

‘Archaic hominins’, ‘Megadont archaic hominins’, ‘Transitional hominins’, ‘Pre-modern Homo’ and

‘Anatomically modern Homo’. These are inclusive grade categories. Whereas clades reflect the process of

evolutionary history, the grade concept is based on the outcome of evolutionary history. Taxa in the same

grade have similar relative brain sizes, they are judged to eat foods with the same mechanical properties and

they share the same posture and mode(s) of locomotion; no store is set by how they came by those

behaviors. The judgment about how different two masticatory systems or two locomotor strategies have to

be before the taxa concerned are considered to belong to different grades is a subjective one, but until

we can be sure we are generating reliable hypotheses about the relationships among hominin taxa the

grade concept enables taxa to be sorted into broad functional categories, albeit sometimes frustratingly

‘fuzzy’ (e.g., where to place Homo floresiensis) ones.
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